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Estimating End-to-End Cell Delay Variationin ATM Networks Ibrahim Korpeoglu Satish K. TripathiInstitute for Advanced Computing StudiesDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of MarylandCollege Park, MD 20742fkorpe,tripathig@cs.umd.eduXiaoqiang ChenATM Networks Research DepartmentBell LaboratoriesLucent TechnologiesHolmdel, NJ 07733xchen@bell-labs.comCS-TR-3767, UMIACS-TR-97-27AbstractCell delay variation (CDV) is one of the quality of service parameters that can be negotiatedbetween applications and an ATM network. The network should check during connection setup,as part of call admission control, whether it can satisfy the requested CDV of an application. Forthis comparison, the network should estimate the end-to-end CDV that it can support, by usinglocal information about cell delays and delay variations in switches. An accurate estimation ofthe end-to-end CDV is important for decreasing call-blocking probability and increasing networkutilization. In this article, we will rst describe, evaluate, and identify the short-comings of threeproposed methods for end-to-end CDV estimation. Then we will present a new method basedon Cherno bound and compare it to the other methods. The Cherno method is promisingsince it has good accuracy and applicability under current signalling support for ATM networks.1 IntroductionATM networks support a wide variety of applications by providing them with dierent serviceclasses. The applications may range from reliable, best-eort data transfer applications, to delay-sensitive, bandwidth-guarantee-demanding real-time audio and video applications. The networkcan provide quality of service (QoS) to these applications in terms of loss rate, delay, and delayvariation. The quality of service level that an application requires is expressed by setting up thecorresponding parameters in the SETUP message of the UNI signaling protocol [UNI96].This work is supported by Lucent Technologies, Bell Laboratories.1
The ATM Forum species three quality of service parameters that can be negotiated betweenthe applications and an ATM network: maximum cell transfer delay (maxCTD), peak-to-peak celldelay variation (CDV) and cell loss ratio (CLR) [TM96]. Depending on the service class that anapplication wants to use, a combination of these parameters needs to be set by the application.The values of these parameters depend on the level of quality of service that an application desires.These parameters are then propagated hop-by-hop towards the destination by using UNI andNNI signalling during connection setup [UNI96] [PNN96] [BIC94]. Each network switch on theconnection path checks whether the requested level of service can be supported by the networkresources up to that switch. If it determines that the service can be supported, then it passes theconnection request to the next switch; otherwise it initiates the release of the connection, and therequest is rejected. The application may try to re-negotiate with the network by lowering the levelof requested quality of service to establish a new connection.The network switches should have knowledge about the level of quality of service that theycan support. During call setup, by using the local information from switches, the network shouldestimate the supportable quality of service level over multiple switches and nally the end-to-endquality of service level from source to destination. Thereby, a comparison can be made to decidewhether or not to accept the connection. The quality of service values over multiple switches canalso be called accumulated quality of service values, since they can be considered as the accumulationof local quality of service values along a connection path.Estimation of end-to-end quality of service values is not only used by signalling and call admis-sion control. It can also be used by QoS routing algorithms [PNN96] in order to select the bestpath to a destination.In this article, we will focus on the estimation of one important quality of service parameter:peak-to-peak cell delay variation (CDV). CDV is an important parameter for continuous streamapplications like audio and video, which require bounded cell inter-arrival times for a good qualityperception by users.An accurate estimation of end-to-end CDV is important for decreasing call-blocking probabilityand increasing network utilization [HB95]. Overestimation is not desirable, since it will increasecall-blocking probability and decrease the network utilization. Since accumulation is done as partof signalling, there are also constraints in terms of signalling parameters that can be used foraccumulation [UNI96] [BIC94]. Complex algorithms are not desirable, since they may cause anincrease in call setup time.Three methods have been proposed for estimating end-to-end CDV: the simple method [TM96],the square-root method [BIC94], and the asymptotic method [Bor95]. As shown in section 4, noneof these provide a satisfactory solution in terms of correctness, accuracy, feasibility, and simplicity.In this article, we propose a new method based on the Cherno bound that has a high accuracy,simple implementation, and is feasible to implement under current signalling support.The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 gives the formal denition of peak-to-peak CDVand the requirements for a good CDV accumulation method. Section 3 describes three proposedCDV accumulation methods. In section 4, these three methods are evaluated and their short-comings are identied. In section 5, a new method based on the Cherno bound is given, and itsperformance is evaluated against the other methods in section 6. Finally, section 7 gives a summaryof evaluations and comparisons. 2
2 Denitions and RequirementsCell transfer delay (CTD) is the total delay that a cell experiences along a connection path fromsource to destination. If the path consists of only one switch, then it is the total delay experiencedthrough that switch. CTD has 2 parts: xed delay and queueing delay. Fixed delay consists ofpropagation delays in links, switching delays, and transmission delays. Figure 1 gives a model forthe probability density function of the CTD [TM96].
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1−αFigure 1: CTD probability density modelThe ATM Forum trac management specication denes the peak-to-peak CDV as follows[TM96]:Denition: Peak-to-peak CDV is the (1 ) quantile 1 of the cell transfer delay (CTD) minusthe xed CTD, that could be experienced by any delivered cell on a connection during the entireconnection holding time. The term \peak-to-peak" refers to the dierence between the best andworst case of CTD, where the best case is equal to the xed delay, and the worst case is equal to avalue likely to be exceeded with probability no greater than .The value of  is expected to be a very small number in the range [10 4; 10 12]. Currently, theATM Forum has no approved specication about how to determine the value of  in a switch and inmultiple switches on a connection path. We will take the value of  to be the same for all switcheson a path. We assume that switches either will use a predetermined value for  or will derive itfrom QoS parameters, like cell loss ratio. Currently there is no signalling support to explicitly setthe value of  by the user at connection initiation time and propagate it through the switches.Throughout the next sections, we will refer to peak-to-peak CDV simply as CDV. Since itsvalue is dependent on , we will also denote it as cdv().Denition: Local CDV is the the peak-to-peak CDV in one particular switch.Denition: End-to-end CDV is the peak-to-peak CDV along a connection path from source todestination. If the connection is over one switch, then it is the same as the local CDV on thatswitch.For end-to-end CDV over multiple hops, CTD denotes the end-to-end cell transfer delay. The-1(1  ) quantile of a random variable X is the value x, such that P (X  x) = .3
oretically, the probability density function of the end-to-end CTD can be obtained by taking theconvolution of individual CTD probability density functions in switches. But this is not a feasiblemethod to derive the end-to-end CDV. It is also not practical to take end-to-end measurements forcell delay to obtain a histogram and derive the end-to-end CDV. This is because the CTD proba-bility density function is time varying and  is too small, requiring many samples to be collectedfrequently enough for an accurate estimation.Therefore, it is better and simpler to estimate the end-to-end CDV by using local knowledgeabout delay, delay variation, and peak-to-peak CDV in switches. We will call the end-to-end CDVestimate from this local information also as accumulated CDV, and the methods to be used forestimations as CDV accumulation methods. The derivation of the local information about celldelay and distributions is itself an important problem [Rop96, CPB93, SSD93], which we will notaddress here.A good CDV accumulation method should satisfy the following properties: The accumulation method for end-to-end CDV should never underestimate the actual value.Otherwise, the negotiated quality of service for connections cannot be satised. It is also not desirable to overestimate the end-to-end CDV. The buer requirement at thedestination is determined by the estimation of the end-to-end CDV. If it is overestimatedthen the buers will be unnecessarily large. The buer requirement is directly proportionalto CDV [AKRS94]. Also, overestimation causes connections with valid quality of servicerequirements to be rejected. This is unfair for a connection request that has greater CDVrequirement than the actual value but less than the estimated value. Denying connectionswith supportable quality of service requirements increases the call blocking probability forthe network and decreases the network utilization [HB95], [Wri95]. CDV accumulation is used at connection setup time as part of the call admission controlalgorithm and the P-NNI route selection algorithm. It should be simple enough so that itwill not increase the call setup time. CDV is accumulated from source to destination using UNI and NNI signalling. Therefore, theaccumulated CDV value is passed from one switch to another as a parameter in the SETUPmessage of the signalling protocol. The accumulation algorithm may need other parametersto be signaled in order to estimate the end-to-end CDV accurately, and these should besupported by signalling protocols.3 Related WorkIn this section, we will describe three CDV accumulation methods that are proposed to the ATMForum. These methods are the simple method [TM96], the square-root method [BIC94], andasymptotic method [Bor95].Simple Method: The simple method estimates the end-to-end CDV as the sum of individuallocal CDVs along the path from source to destination. If there are N switches along the path, thenthe total end-to-end CDV over these N switches is estimated by:cdvtot() = NXi=1 cdvi() (1)4
Here, cdvi() denotes the local CDV in switch i. The simple method is not a theoretical upper-bound for end-to-end CDV. It is only a heuristic that works for common distributions like normal,gamma etc. [Bor95] shows an example CTD pdf, for which the simple accumulation method doesnot bound the end-to-end CDV.Square-root Method: The intuition behind the square-root method is the assumption thatlocal CDVs in switches equal some constant times the standard deviation of CTD, where theconstant is the same for all switches. The standard deviation of the sum of N independent randomvariables is the square-root of the sum of the squares of individual standard deviations. With thisassumption, end-to-end CDV can be computed in the same way. Assuming the delays in switchesare independent, then the total end-to-end CDV is estimated as:cdvtot() =vuut NXi=1 cdvi()2 (2)The square-root method can also accommodate the correlation between the delays in switches[Noo95]. If the correlation coecient between the delay in the upstream nodes and the currentnode is , then the end-to-end CDV from source to node i (including node i) is estimated by:cdvtoti()2 = cdvtoti 1()2 + cdvi()2 + 2  cdvtoti 1() cdvi() (3)Here, cdvtoti denotes the estimated CDV up to node i. However, it is not easy to estimate thecorrelation factor between the delay in upstream switches and the delay in the current switch.CDV may not be only related to standard deviation of the delay but also to the mean of thedelay and to the distribution of the delay. Therefore, the constant to be multiplied by standarddeviation may not be the same for all switches. Hence, it is not enough to consider only the varianceof delay for an accurate and correct estimate of CDV.Asymptotic Method: The asymptotic method, proposed by [Bor95], uses both mean andvariance of cell transfer delay and actual local CDV in each switch to estimate the end-to-endCDV. The basis of the asymptotic method is the central limit theorem: whatever the distributionsof individual random variables are, sum of N of them tends to be normally distributed as N getslarge. The error due to nite value ofN is compensated by adding the maximum dierence betweenthe estimated and actual CDV in the switches along the path. The end-to-end CDV, assumingindependent delays in switches, is estimated by:cdvtot() = NXi=1 i +vuut NXi=1 i2 Q 1() + max1iN fcdvi()  (i + i Q 1())g (4)Here, i is the mean and i2 is the variance of the delay in switch i. Q 1() is the (1-)quantile of the standard normal distribution. Since this is xed, it can be stored as a table fordierent  values. The term fcdvi()   (i   i  Q 1())g is the discrepancy in a switch: thedierence between the actual CDV and the asymptotic method estimate of CDV. The heuristic forerror compensation is taking the maximum of these discrepancies among all the nodes.4 Evaluation of Proposed MethodsIn this section, we evaluate the three proposed methods in terms of how accurately they estimatethe actual end-to-end CDV, their complexity, and their feasibility under current signalling support.5
In our experiments we will make assumptions about the queueing delay distributions in switches.This will allow us to compare the performance of the estimation methods numerically. Althoughthis is not sucient for a complete evaluation, it will give an insight about the relative performancesof the methods.In the experiments, the local CDV in a switch is computed by taking the (1   ) quantile ofthe assumed queueing delay distribution. We do not need to consider the xed delay in this case,since the distribution characterizes only the queueing delay. The actual end-to-end CDV will becomputed by rst nding the end-to-end queueing delay distribution, and then taking its (1   )quantile. The end-to-end queueing delay distribution is obtained by the convolution of individualdelay distributions. Matlab [Mat94] is used for all the numerical analysis.A similar performance evaluation of these methods is presented in [Bor95], but it is calculatedonly for a single  value and only for identical exponential delay distributions. We will extend ourcomparison also to Erlang (a special case of gamma) distribution in switches. As shown in [NLG96]by simulation, the delay and delay variance for CBR trac exhibits a gamma distribution. Hence,gamma is a good model for delay distributions.We start our evaluation by assuming identical exponential distributions in switches. Althoughthis is far from being a practical assumption, it provides a rough picture of how well the methodsperform. We further assume that the delays are uncorrelated (independent delay distributions).The density function of an exponential distribution is given by: f(x) = e x. We assume thatthe scale parameter () is equal to 1 for each switch. The value of  and the unit of the delay isirrelevant for comparison purposes, since they will scale both the actual CDV and the estimates,as proved in [Bor95]. Therefore, we will not use any unit in our computations and comparisons.The (1   ) quantile of an exponential distribution, which gives the local CDV, is given by  ln()=. The convolution of N exponential distributions is an Erlang distribution. By takingthe (1 ) quantile of the resulting Erlang distribution, we obtain the actual end-to-end CDV overN hops.We compute the actual end-to-end CDV values and their estimates. The results are shown ingure 2. Figure 2-a shows the actual end-to-end CDV for dierent number of hops; Figures 2-b, 2-c,and 2-d show the simple, square-root, and asymptotic method estimations. As  decreases, boththe actual CDVs and their estimates increase. This is because  is the measure of the guaranteethat the cell delay will not exceed the CDV threshold. If we have a smaller  (stricter guarantee),then the CDV threshold should be large enough to accommodate it (see gure 1). The scales of thefour graphs are quite dierent. The simple method estimate is much higher than the square-rootand asymptotic method estimates. The dierence between the estimates and the actual end-to-endCDV can be seen more clearly in gure 3. Figure 3-a compares the actual CDV with the simplemethod estimate. Simple method estimates are much higher than the actual values. Figure 3-bcompares square-root estimate with the actual CDV. As also shown in [Bor95], it is interesting tosee that the estimate goes below the actual CDV after certain number of hops. This is undesirable,since underestimating the actual CDV may cause violation of quality of service. In gure 3-c, theasymptotic method estimate is compared with the actual CDV. The Asymptotic method estimatesare very close to the actual CDV.The relative errors of the estimates with respect to the actual CDV are shown in gure 4 fordierent  values. The relative error of the simple method rapidly increases as the number ofhops increases. The relative error of the square-root method becomes negative after some numberof hops. The relative error of the asymptotic method decreases as the number of hops increases,although initially it increases. 6













































































c dFigure 2: End-to-end CDV versus number of hops. a) Actual end-to-end CDV, b)Simple methodestimate, c)Square-root method estimate, d)Asymptotic method estimate.
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c)Figure 3: a) Actual end-to-end CDV versus simple method estimate, b)Actual CDV versus square-root methods estimate, c)Actual CDV versus asymptotic method estimate8











































































alpha=1e−12c)Figure 4: a) Relative error of simple method, b) Relative error of square-root method, c) Relativeerror of asymptotic method. 9
Having studied a simple network model and gained insight about the relative performancesof the methods, we will now consider the case where the delays in switches are not exactly thesame. We assume that the delays in switches have Erlang distributions, but with dierent shapeparameters. The Erlang distribution is a special case of gamma distribution and has two parameters:a scale parameter () and a shape parameter (r). We x the scale parameter to 0:05 and vary theshape parameter between 2 and 5. Again choices of the parameter values do not convey any delayinformation about real-world but serve for comparison purposes. As stated earlier, the unit of thedelay is irrelevant for the comparisons.Figure 5 shows the actual CDV and the estimates. The simple method again grossly overes-timates the actual CDV, whereas the asymptotic method is very close. The square-root methodstarts underestimating much more quickly than in gure 3-c. This is because distributions in eachswitch have a shape parameter greater than 1, as opposed to an exponential distribution, for whichit is 1. This makes the accumulation of shape parameters over multiple hops quickly exceed thecut-o shape parameter value, after which the underestimation starts. Figure 6 shows the relativeerrors of estimates. The absolute values of relative errors in this case are dierent than the ones ingure 4, but the qualitative information provided is the same.So far, we have evaluated the three methods in terms of how accurately they estimate the end-to-end CDV. The simple method grossly overestimates the end-to-end CDV, which can increasethe call blocking probability and decrease the network utilization. The square-root method startsunderestimating the CDV after some number of hops, which may cause violation of QoS provision.For this reason, the square-root method is not promising for use in ATM networks. ATM networksare designed to be very scalable; a connection path may have arbitrarily large number of switches.Therefore, we will not include the square-root method in comparisons with our proposal in section 6.The asymptotic method performs best in terms of accuracy. The problem with the asymptoticmethod is that it is not feasible under current signalling protocols. Both UNI and NNI signallingsupports only one parameter for CDV accumulation. Only one value can be passed from switchto switch and accumulate the end-to-end CDV. The asymptotic method requires at least threeparameters to be signaled: the total mean of the delays, the total variance of the delays, andthe maximum discrepancy factor (see equation 4). For this reason, the asymptotic method is notpractical. The asymptotic method also can not handle the correlation of the delays in switches. Ifthere is a correlation, the end-to-end delay variance is not the addition of individual delay variances,as used in the asymptotic method. The computation overhead of the asymptotic method is alsosignicant. In requires the estimation of mean and variance of the delay in a switch and also theestimation of the local CDV. It also requires a table lookup for the quantiles of standard normaldistribution.Accurate estimation of local CDV is a signicant problem and is more complex than estimatingthe mean and variance of the delay. This is because  is a very small number and the estimationof the (1   ) quantile of CTD requires a large number of samples to be collected. This shouldalso be done frequently enough to capture the time-dependent variation in CTD pdf. The CTDpdf changes when new calls are added and dropped and is also dependent on the current tracactivity of existing calls. Both the asymptotic method and the simple method rely on the accurateestimation of local CDVs. Therefore, the asymptotic method is a quite complex method and ishard to realize.Since the simple method grossly overestimates the total CDV and the asymptotic method istoo complex, there is a need for a simpler but also accurate accumulation method. In the nextsection, we provide a new accumulation method based on the Cherno bound. As will be shown,10
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c)Figure 5: Comparison of the three methods against actual CDV. Each switch has Erlang distributedqueueing delay with dierent shape parameters.11





















































































c)Figure 6: Relative errors of estimates. a) Simple method, b) Square-root method, c) Asymptoticmethod. 12
the Cherno method estimates CDV better than the simple method and is less complex and moreapplicable than the asymptotic method.5 Cherno MethodSo far, all the methods rely on the accurate estimation of the local CDV in switches, in order toestimate the end-to-end CDV. However, as we argued earlier, estimation of local CDV by directmeasurements is a dicult and costly operation, which requires lots of samples to be collectedfrequently. This makes a model based CDV estimation method, based on a delay distributionmodel in switches, preferable.[NLG96] shows, by simulation study of the CBR trac, that a gamma distribution adequatelymodels cell delay in an ATM switch. Our method is inspired by this observation and will be basedon the assumption that the queueing delay in a switch is gamma distributed. Then we can ndthe moment generating function (MGF) of the end-to-end delay distribution, apply the Chernobound to it, and obtain the end-to-end CDV.If the delays are gamma distributed, then we can nd the parameters of the gamma distributionfrom the mean () and variance (2) of the delay and compute the (1  ) quantile of it (the localCDV). A gamma distribution has two parameters: a scale parameter () and a shape parameter (r).These parameters are related to the mean and variance of the delay with the following equations: = =2; r = 2=2 (5)The MGF, (s), of a gamma distribution with parameters  and r is given as:(s) = (=(  s))r (6)Assuming the delays are independent, the MGF of the end-to-end delay distribution over Nhops, denoted with N(s), is the product of the MGFs of the individual delay distributions in theswitches: N (s) = NYi=1 (i=(i   s))ri (7)The Cherno bound gives a bound on the probability distribution of a random variable relatedto its MGF [Pap91]. If X is a random variable with MGF of (s), then the Cherno bound statesthat P (X  x) is less than or equal to e sx(s), where s is greater than zero. Then the probabilitydistribution of end-to-end CTD over N hops (CTDN) is bounded as follows:P (CTDN  t)  e stN (s); s > 0 (8)From the equations 5, 7 and 8 (by substitution and manipulation), we get the following boundfor the end-to-end CDV, denoted with cdvtot():cdvtot()    ln()=s+ 1=s NXi=1 ri ln(i=(i   s)); where 0 < s < min1iN i (9)In this inequality, the CDV bound changes with the value of s. We can solve for an optimalvalue of s, say s, if we x the parameters (i, ri) for each switch, such that cdvtot() is minimized.This value of s is in the range (0;min1iN fig). However, this is not feasible for implementation,13
since all the parameters can not be signaled. Therefore, we suggest an alternative approach to ndthe end-to-end CDV, which is not optimal, but good enough for practical purposes.The summation term in equation 9 can be accumulated hop-by-hop. But, we also need to sets to a value that is greater than zero, but smaller then the minimum i along the path. Thereforetwo things need to be signaled:1) A minimum value of i over the path.2) An accumulated value of the term inside the summation.Each switch chooses a value of s to compute the bound and compares it with the requested end-to-end CDV. If the estimate is less than the requested end-to-end CDV, then the term (ri ln(i=(i s))) is accumulated in the forward pass (with the call setup request). Let us denote the chosen valueof s in switch i as si. Then the following constraint should be satised: 0 < si < min0<j<=ifjg.We choose si to be equal to (minfig)=2, since minfig is already a signaled parameter. Thisis not exact, because neither is the condition 0 < si < min0<j<=i j met in the strict sense, nor isour heuristic choice of si = i=2 optimal (s is optimal). However, the eect is in the conservativedirection, i.e. causing overestimation. The value of minfig is known accurately at the destination(or at the last switch). Therefore, upon connection acceptance, in the backward pass (with the callaccept message), the correct value of minfig can be used to recalculate the local contribution ofeach switch, and the slack can be used to re-adjust the resource allocations.To re-state our approach, each switch signals the minimum i and the accumulated sum. Itcomputes the estimated peak-to-peak CDV as   ln()=s plus the accumulated sum divided by s.If this exceeds the requested peak-to-peak CDV, the call is rejected. Otherwise the minimum iand the accumulated sum is forwarded to the next hop where the process is repeated. If the call isaccepted, each switch in the backward pass has a chance to recompute its local contribution usingthe correct value of minimum i. As we stated, the direction was conservative in the forward pass.Hence, it is likely that there is some slack available to re-adjust resource allocation in the backwardpass and optimize the use of resources.The pseudo-code of the algorithm that will run in each switch is shown in gure 7. Theparameters to the function are the signaled parameters obtained from the previous switch. Theywill be modied in the function and the new values will be signaled to the next switch.6 Evaluation of Cherno MethodWe evaluate the performance of our method in terms of how accurately it estimates the actual end-to-end CDV; and we compare its performance with that of the simple method and the asymptoticmethod.As explained in section 4, the actual end-to-end CDV is computed by taking the (1 ) quantileof the end-to-end CTD distribution, which is found by the convolution of individual switch queueingdelay distributions. The end-to-end CTD distribution can have a closed formula for some individualdelay distributions like exponential, Erlang, or gamma with one of the parameters xed. Therefore,we will take the delay distributions in switches to be Erlang distributions, with one of the parametersxed (Erlang is a special case of gamma, having integer shape parameters). We x  to be 10 6.While xing and assigning values to these parameters, we are using exemplary values, which donot convey any information from the real-world. But this does not harm our purpose, which is tocompare the methods and obtain an insight about their relative performance. We are not doinga performance analysis in absolute terms, which would show the delay and delay variance valuesexactly. 14
Input:CDVrequested: The requested CDV level of the user. : The degree of the delay guarantee.Input/Output:AccSum: Accumulated sum in the upstream nodes.min: Minimum  in the upstream nodes.Local Variables:local: The scale () parameter of the local delay distribution (gamma).rlocal : The shape (r) parameter of the local delay distribution (gamma).slocal : The local s value in the switch.CDVtotal : The total CDV estimate including the upstream nodes and this node.delay : The mean of the cell queueing delay in the switch.delay : The standard deviation of the cell queueing delay in the switch.Algorithm:get delay and delay ; (assuming switch is computing them in the background)local    delay=delay2;rlocal    delay2=delay2;if local is less than min thenmin    local;end ifslocal    min=2;AccSum   AccSum+ (rlocal  ln (local=(local   slocal));CDVtotal   ( 1 ln=slocal) + ((1=slocal)AccSum);if CDVtotal is less than or equal to CDVrequested thensignal AccSum and min to the next switch;else reject the connection request;end if Figure 7: CDV accumulation method based on Cherno bound
15
First, we compare the methods for a tandem of switches, each having Erlang delay distributionwith the same scale () parameter, but with dierent shape (r) parameters. The convolutionof Erlang distributions with the same scale parameter is an Erlang distribution with the shapeparameter equal to the sum of the shape parameters of convolved Erlang distributions. The shapeparameters are assigned randomly to the switches.Figure 8 shows the actual CDVs and their estimates for varying number of hops. The estimatesof both the Cherno method and the asymptotic method are very close to the actual CDV values,but the simple method estimates are much higher.
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Figure 8: Comparison of estimates and actual end-to-end CDV. Distributions are Erlang with xedscale parameter and dierent shape parameters.For a second case, we x the shape parameter in the distributions and vary the scale parameterrandomly. We x the shape parameter to 1 (hence distributions are exponential - a special case ofErlang). The convolution of exponential distributions is an hypoexponential distribution, for whichwe have a closed form.
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Figure 9: Comparison of estimates and actual end-to-end CDV. Distributions are exponential(special case of Erlang with r = 1) with random  values in successive switches.16
Figure 9 shows the comparison of methods. Although in this case, the Cherno method is notperforming as well as asymptotic method, it is much better than the simple method. After a certainpoint (switch 8 in this case), the dierence between simple method estimates and Cherno methodestimates are increasing. This is because switch 8 has the minimum  value and our algorithm doesnot nd out it before, due to signalling constraints. Before that point, the estimate is computedsub-optimally, without knowing the exact minimum. This shows the sensitivity of our algorithm tohow quickly it discovers the minimum  on the path. The sooner it nds the minimum, the betterit performs. However the reverse still performs much better than simple method, as will be shownin gure 11.Since algorithm performance is dependent on how quickly it encounters the minimum , weanalyze it for two extreme cases: minimum  is found in the rst switch and minimum  is foundin the last switch. Figure 10 shows the estimates of the method for a case where  is consistentlyincreasing along a path. In this case, after a few hops, the Cherno method again estimatesconsistently better than the simple method.
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Figure 10: Comparison of estimates and actual end-to-end CDV. Distributions are exponential withincreasing  values in successive switches.Figure 11 shows the estimates of the methods for the case where  is consistently decreasingalong a connection path. Again, the Cherno method performs much better than the simple methodand close to the asymptotic method's performance.It is clear that the Cherno method estimates end-to-end CDV much more accurately than thesimple method. The accuracy is also close to the asymptotic method's accuracy in most cases.The advantage of the Cherno method over the asymptotic method is two fold. 1) It requiresfewer parameters to be signaled. The algorithm described requires two parameters, whereas theasymptotic method requires three. It may also be possible to enhance our algorithm so that itwould require only one parameter. This can be achieved if the minimum and maximum averagedelays and delay variances in switches can be constrained, so that we can x the value of s. 2)It does not require the accurate estimation of the local CDV, which is a costly operation. It onlyrequires the estimation of mean delay and delay variance, which are much easier to measure andestimate. Therefore, we see our method to be feasible and accurate enough to be applicable inATM networks. 17
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Figure 11: Comparison of estimates and actual end-to-end CDV. Distributions are exponential withdecreasing  values in successive switches.7 ConclusionIn the rst part of the article, we evaluated and compared three CDV accumulation methods whichare proposed to ATM Forum. Square-root method is underestimating the end-to-end CDV aftersome number of hops, hence is not suitable for use in ATM networks, which may have arbitrar-ily large number of hops on a path. The simple method grossly overestimates the actual totalCDV, although computationally it has less overhead. The asymptotic method, which quite accu-rately estimates total CDV, needs three parameters in the signalling SETUP message, hence is notapplicable now. It is also computationally expensive.We proposed a new method which is based on the Cherno bound and on the assumption thatthe delays in switches are gamma distributed. Table 1 summarizes the evaluation of all the fourCDV accumulation methods.From the comparisons made for some sample distributions we found that the Cherno methodperforms much better than the simple method and is close to the asymptotic method with muchless complexity. Under practical conditions, where switch loads are not extremely unbalanced, theCherno method performs very close to the asymptotic method.The Cherno method is based on the assumption that the delays are gamma distributed. Asshown in [NLG96], this is not an unrealistic assumption. An important advantage of this methodis that it allows the estimation of the total CDV using only the mean and variance of the delay inswitches without requiring measurement and computation of the (1 ) quantile of CTD, whereasboth the simple and asymptotic methods require. This is important because the measurementand computation of mean and variance of delay is much simpler. Measurement and computationof (1-) quantile of CTD requires on the order of 1= delay samples to be collected to obtain ahistogram and to derive the (1  ) quantile thereof. Since  is specied to be too small (between10 4 and 10 12), this requires a large number of delay samples to be collected frequently, which isa costly operation. This motivates the need for a realistic assumption about the delay distributionsand use it as a model to derive the local CDV. We used the gamma distribution with appropriatescale and shape parameters to model the delay distribution.The Cherno method also does not require as many parameters to be signaled as the asymptotic18
Accumulation MethodCRITERIA Simple Method Square-root Method Asymptotic Method Cherno MethodCorrectness No theory be-hind. Can give incor-rect results for somedistributions. Uses only the vari-ance of the delay toestimate CDV, whichis not enough. Has soundtheory based on cen-tral limit theorem. Has sound the-ory based on Chernobound.Accuracy Grossly overestimatesthe actual end-to-endCDV. Reasonable, but un-derestimatesafter some number ofhops. Close to actual end-to-end CDV. Close to actual end-to-end CDV in mostcases.Signalling overhead Needs 1 parameter tobe signaled. Needs 1 parameter tobe signaled. Needs 3 parametersto be signaled. Needs 2 parametersto be signaled.Complexity Simple. Needs localCDV measurements. Simple, but requiressquare-root op-eration. Needs localCDV measurements. Complex. Needs lo-cal CDV, mean de-lay and delay vari-ance measurements . Reasonable. Needsonly mean delay anddelay variancemeasurements.Table 1: Summary of evaluation of CDV accumulation methodsmethod. Moreover, the Cherno method has the advantage of being implementable under currentsignalling speci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